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Get Out 2017 Movie Review Part 1 

1.  Why is Andre nervous when he is walking through the neighborhood?     

              

2.  How does this relate to you?           

              

2.  What song is playing in the white sports car at the beginning of the movie?  Why?    

              

3.  What is the hook saying around the 5 minute mark in the movie?  What do you think this symbolizes? 

             

              

4.  Why would Rose parents hate that she dates a smoker?       

             

              

5.  What does Rod serve as in the movie?         

              

6.  Who goes to check on the deer?     Who doesn’t?      What does this show 

us?               

7.  Why does Rose stand up for Chris?          

              

8.  What would have happened if the actions were reversed with Chris and Rose?    

              

9.  What symbols were on the plant stands in front of the house when they arrived (14:04)?  What do 

they represent?            

              

10.  What analogies can be made about the deer comment? (15:00)      

              

11.  What did ‘he almost got over it’ mean? (17:29)        

              

12.  What does ‘black mold’ mean (17:37)?         

              

13.  What did the dad mean by ‘I couldn’t bear to let them go’? (18:51)      

              

14.  How does Chris feel when he talks about his parents? (19:41)       

15.  What caused Georgina to over pour the tea?         
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16.  What does he mean by ‘with your frame and genetic makeup’? (24:40)     

              

17.  Jujitsu is about             

18.  Why was Walter running? (30:20)           

19.  Why was Georgina looking in the window? (30:25)        

              

20.  What does heightened suggestibility mean?        

              

21.  What does Missy do to Chris?  How? (33:00)        

              

22.  Why didn’t Chris do anything when his mother didn’t come home from work?    

              

23.  What does ‘Sunken Place’ mean?          

              

24.  What does the Sunken Place represent?         

              

25.  What do you notice about Walter’s behavior? (39:00)       

              

26.  Why were the guests hugging Walter when they got out of the car? (41:00)     

              

27.  What are the guests and Rose’s parents trying to prove to Chris?      

       What does this do to him?      

              

28.  Why do the guests ask Chris so many questions?        

              

29.  What was different about Andre (45:00)?         

              

30.  What is ironic about Jim Hudson? (47:00)          

31.  What does Chris often do in possible confrontational situations in the first part of the movie?  

              

32.  What happened with Georgina facial expressions? (53:00)  Why does this happen?    

              

33.  Do you find being an African American male more of an advantage or a disadvantage in the modern 

world?              
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